Quick Reference: Law Review Footnotes

This table gives examples of commonly used citation forms printed in the typefaces used in law review footnotes (as explained in rule 2). The last page and inside back cover present these same examples in the typefaces used in court documents and legal memoranda (as explained in the Bluepages).

### Cases rule 10

**reporter rule 10.3**


**service rule 19**


**pending and unreported cases rule 10.8.1**


### Constitutions rule 11

**code rule 12.3**


**session laws rule 12.4**


### Legislative Materials rule 13

**unenacted bill rule 13.2**


**hearing rule 13.3**


**report rule 13.4**


### Unpublished Manuscripts rule 17.1.1


### Letters rule 17.1.3


### Books rule 15

Deborah L. Rhode, Justice and Gender 56 (1989).


### pamphlets rule 15


### works in collection rule 15.5


Oliver Wendell Holmes, Law in Science and Science in Law, in Collected Legal Papers 210, 210 (1920).


### Periodicals rule 16

**consecutively paginated journals rule 16.3**


Thomas R. McCoy & Barry Friedman, Conditional Spending: Federalism's Trojan Horse, 1988 SUP. CT. REV. 85, 100.

**nonconsecutively paginated journals rule 16.4**


**book review rule 16.6.2**


### Interviews rule 17.1.4


### Forthcoming Publications rule 17.2


### Internet Sources rule 18.2


### Treaties rule 21.4


### United Nations Official Records rule 21.7.1